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“Looking Back”

It’s The Straight Goods

NEWSLETTER
There were so many things that went into making my
senior concert (the first in UALR’s new BFA program) special. I
was determined to make it professional, organized and fun for
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match her desires. My dream came true.
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majors to “get ready”. It’s worthwhile but not an easy
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A Herring in the Big Apple

NEWSLETTER

As my plane flew over Little Rock on January 15th, an odd sensation overcame me. I was excited
to see the friends and family that I had left for nearly a month, and mentally, I knew I was home. Yet it
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something incorrectly was what had been holding me back. After that epiphany, the last three days of
the intensive, and especially the showing, proved to be the best ones of the entire trip! I received much
more positive feedback about my dancing from faculty and fellow dancers alike; one of my classmates
even told me in the middle of class that she could “feel my energy.” As a dancer and as a person, I
haven’t been the same since that Wednesday. It really is true that what doesn’t kill you only makes you
ART
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stronger.
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Students to England for Marlowe
- Ali Herring
Festival
Photo Provided by: Ali Herring

The proceeds from this Saturday!s
benefit performance of ART will go to
sending our students to perform at the
Marlowe Festival in England next summer. The tickets are $50 and reservations can be made by calling 569-3456.
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Olivia and the Great Unknown

NEWSLETTER

“You have a thirst for knowledge that can’t be ignored, and never completely hydrated.” And so
reads the wonderful colored sign suspended over Broadway. I came to New York in December with this
feeling and my experience only heightened the thirst. I studied at the Martha Graham School of
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From the Editor’s Corner
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Three years ago, I came to the theatre department with the intention of becoming an actor. In the
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